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Abstract

Inflation expectations of households and firms are central determinants in all dynamic macro

models. Yet, empirical evidence suggests these decision makers form expectations in ways

that deviate from the assumptions in these models: on average, inflation expectations are

biased upwards relative to ex-post realizations, are substantially dispersed across individuals,

and co-move strongly with the prices of selected goods such as milk or gas. In this policy

note, I discuss several stylized facts on subjective inflation expectations, their determinants,

and how inflation expectations shape individuals’ consumption, savings, and investment

decisions. Finally, I review the recent literature on how central banks should communicate

with the general public and highlight the role of the policy message, the messenger, and the

medium for the effectiveness of central bank communication.
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I Whose Inflation Expectations?

The expectations of households and firms determine virtually all forward-looking

choices actual decision makers undertake. Inflation expectations take a special

role, because they shape households’ consumption and savings decisions (D’Acunto

et al., 2021), households’ wage bargaining and labor supply (D’Acunto et al., 2019),

but also their investment and leverage choices (Schnorpfeil et al., 2023). On the

firm side, inflation expectations shape managers’ investment, hiring, and price-

setting decisions (Weber et al., 2 08). A leading explanation for realized inflation

dynamics, the New Keynesian Phillips Curve, also prescribes an important role

to inflation expectations. Hence, it is not surprising that policymakers watch

them closely and the Chair of the Federal Reserve, Jerome Powell, argued in 2021,

“Inflation expectations are terribly important. We spend a lot of time watching

them.”

Yet, for many decades after the rational expectations revolution, academic

economists had lost interest in studying how actual decision makers form expec-

tations, because the model directly implied the expectations of the representative

agent and Prescott (1977) famously asserted “Like utility, expectations are not ob-

served, and surveys cannot be used to test the rational expectations hypothesis.”

Moreover, traditionally, central banks typically focused on the inflation expecta-

tions of professional forecasters and financial markets. However, it is households

and firms in our models whose decision central banks aim to influence rather than

professional forecasters and financial market participants. The latter often directly

follow central bank announcements to set their expectations. Hence, if one were

to find that their expectations line up closely with the official forecasts by central
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banks, one might have just recovered that they largely follow the central bank in

setting their own expectations.

Empirically, the inflation expectations of households and firms are dispersed,

upward biased relative to ex-post realized inflation, and systematically related

to characteristics of households and firms (Mankiw et al., 2003; D’Acunto et al.,

2021, 2023). In this policy note, I review the recent, growing body of work that

documents stylized facts on the formation of subjective inflation expectations, their

determinants, and how they shape real decisions. I will also discuss how central

bank can reach ordinary households and how they should communicate with them

to manage their expectations (Blinder et al., 2022). I will focus on households but

argue at the end that most points apply equally to firms.

II What Do Households Know and How

Do They Actually Form Expectations

A conventional policy narrative pertains that inflation expectations are well an-

chored so that changes in nominal policy rates transmit one-for-one to into per-

ceived real interest rates via the Fisher equation. Variation in the perceived real

interest rate then modulate consumption growth via the Euler equation. Yet, when

we asked in Coibion, Gorodnichenko, and Weber (Coibion et al.) 25,000 Amer-

icans in 2018 what they thought the average inflation rate was that the Federal

Reserve tried to achieve over longer periods of time, only less than 20% of the

survey participants answered a number around 2%, whereas almost 40% reported
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Figure 1: Perceived Inflation Target of Fed

Households’ beliefs about the Federal Reserve’s inflation target. This figure plots the distribution of responses

from individuals about what inflation rate they thought the Federal Reserve was trying to achieve on average

over longer periods of time. The figure includes respondents from a May 2018 survey wave, which did not

have a “do not know” option for the question eliciting perceptions of the inflation target.

a number larger than 10% (see Figure 1).

Not only do most ordinary households not have well-anchored expectations,

they typically also overestimate future inflation relative to ex-post realizations

or official forecasts by the central bank. Using data from the New York Fed

Survey of Consumer Expectations, in D’Acunto et al. (2021) we find that men

on average expected an inflation rate of around 4% over the next twelve months

during a sample period between 2013 and 2018 when realized inflation averaged

below 2%, whereas women on average expected a rate of more than 6%. This fact
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that women have on average higher inflation expectations than men has first been

documented for Swedish households in Jonung (Jonung) and has been shown to

be a robust feature across countries, sample periods, and elicitation methods for

expected inflation.

To dig deeper into the possible driving forces of this “gender gap” in inflation

expectations, we fielded our own survey on the Nielsen homescan panel, which

allowed us to survey male and female household heads of the same household at

the same point in time. This within-household analysis made it feasible to keep

constant many things that typically vary across survey participants like housing

tenure, savings, family structure and other determinants of inflation expectations.

But even in this within household analysis, we found that women on average expect

higher inflation than men.

Yet, when we split households based on the distribution of grocery duties across

female and male household heads, a dimension which we also elicited within our

own survey, we found that the gender gap was only present and in fact 50% larger

in “traditional households” in which the male household head declared to never

do any grocery shopping. In households in which the male household head instead

stated to at least occasionally go grocery shopping, the gap disappeared because

the male household heads also had higher inflation expectations. Hence, exposure

to the volatile price changes during grocery shopping trips appears to manifest

itself in elevated inflation expectations of the grocery shoppers.

To better understand why this association appears in the data, we fielded

another survey in D’Acunto et al. (2021), in which we directly asked survey par-

ticipants which sources of information were most important to themselves when
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forming inflation expectations. Survey participants had a series of pre-specified

choices that we provided in a randomized order and had to select their top three

choices with the most important choice receiving a score of 3. Consistent with the

celebrated Lucas Jr (1975) Island model, in which he writes “the history of prices

[. . .] observed by an individual is his source of information on the current state

of the economy and [. . .] of information on future price,” many households tend

to focus on prices of goods that are easy to observe such as the price of grocery

items: Households rank “own grocery shopping experiences” as by far the most

relevant source of information, before “Family and Friends,” “TV and Radio,”

“Newspapers,” or other sources (see Figure 2).

To directly establish a link between price changes observed while grocery shop-

ping and inflation expectations, we levered the Nielsen homescan panel that al-

lowed us to observe at the weekly frequency for 50,000 households the goods these

households bought, where they bought them, which prices they paid, whether

they purchased these goods on discounts, or used coupons. We then followed

statistical agencies to create a chained Laspeyres price index but using household-

specific consumption bundles and prices instead of the bundle of a representative

household. Both differences in consumption bundles but also differences in prices

paid contribute to large differences in realized inflation across households (Kaplan

and Schulhofer-Wohl, 2017). Households with the highest realized inflation at the

household level on average expected an inflation rate that was higher by 0.7 per-

centage than households with the lowest realized inflation rate over the previous

twelve months. We can directly rule out that households might be forecasting their

own inflation rate because we can observe their future realized household-level in-
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Figure 2: Information Sources for Inflation
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This figure reports the ranking of 43,036 Americans that participated in the Chicago Booth Expectations and

Attitudes Survey in June 2016 on the sources of information individuals use to form inflation expectations.

Survey participants could choose their top three sources out of a randomized list of options with the top choice

receiving a score of 3.
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flation rate. Past realized inflation does not predict future realized inflation at

the household level, because most price changes in the grocery domain are quickly

mean reverting (Eichenbaum et al., 2011).

In the Nielsen panel, we only observe around 25% of the overall consumption

bundle for the average household, most goods that have barcodes such as groceries,

toiletries, and smaller durables. The fact that we can find a strong association be-

tween realized inflation at the household level for this subset of the bundle and

overall inflation expectations suggests that grocery prices have a strong impact

for how individuals think about inflation. At the same time, this finding also

suggests that not all price changes are created equally for households. When we

weight price changes by frequency of purchase rather than expenditure share in

our calculation of realized inflation, we find that this “Frequency CPI” drives the

association between realized inflation and inflation expectations. In addition to

putting larger weight on the price changes of frequently purchased goods, house-

holds also overweight positive relative to equal-sized negative price changes.

These results can also explain why households immediately updated their in-

flation expectations in the spring and summer of 2021 (Weber et al., 2023) when

most central banks still sang the gospel of temporary inflationary pressures in nar-

row categories. If these initial prices spikes occur in categories that are salient to

consumers, like rental cars, we can witness immediate increases in overall infla-

tion expectations and workers in the US indeed immediately bargained for higher

wages. These findings, however, also imply that even if central banks were success-

ful in curbing realized inflation in the near term, household inflation expectations

would still take time to come down again because ordinary consumers pay less
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attention to price cuts compared to price hikes.

To better understand which role limited cognitive abilities might play for the

focus on a handful of price changes to form expectations for overall inflation, in

D’Acunto et al. (2019, 2022, 2023), we use data from Finland. Specifically, we were

able to merge at the individual level measures of IQ for all men in Finland from

the Finnish Defense Forces, income, wealth, and debt data from annual registry

data, as well as inflation and other expectations from the European Commission

Consumer Survey for Finland. Empirically, we find that men in Finland at the

bottom of the IQ distribution have mean absolute forecast errors for inflation

of about 4.5%. Forecast errors monotonically decrease in measured IQ and are

smaller by a factor of 2.5 for men in the top of the IQ distribution. It is also

only men above the median IQ that increase their consumption spending when

expecting higher inflation consistent with the consumer Euler equation.

In D’Acunto et al. (2023), we also show that men at the top of the IQ dis-

tribution are more than twice as likely to take advantage of government subsidies

like car scrappage schemes or to adjust their debt holdings to changes in inter-

est rates. These results hold when we condition on education, income, and other

observables and suggest that cognitive abilities are a central driving forces for infla-

tion expectations and their association with real economic choices. These results

suggest an overlooked and unintended redistributive effect of policies that tar-

get households’ incentives to consume, save, and borrow, whereby non-responsive

low-IQ consumers do not take advantage of policy incentives as much as high-IQ

consumers.

The important role of cognitive abilities suggest that policy complexity might
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play an important role for the effectiveness of economic policies, especially those

that operate through household expectations. In D’Acunto et al. (2018, 2021), we

compare the effectiveness of unconventional fiscal policies, pre-announced increases

of future consumption taxes that generate a predictable increase in future prices

with forward guidance. Both policies, through the lens of the New Keynesian

model, operate through inflation expectations and the consumer Euler equation.

Yet, the policies differ quite substantially in their complexity and required under-

standing of economics to be effective (Ramey, 2021). For unconventional fiscal

policy, the implications to purchase larger ticket items before prices increases and

for future inflation are immediate. For forward guidance instead, consumers would

have to understand that keeping policy rates low until after the time that it is war-

ranted, during the liquidity trap, will generate inflation in the future, so therefore

consumers should already update upwards their inflation expectations today, and

also go out and purchase more.

And indeed, when we compare their effectiveness using the micro data from

the German version of the European Commission Consumer Survey, we find Ger-

mans only updated upwards their inflation expectations and spending plans after

the announcement by former Chancellor Angela Merkel in November of 2005 to

increase consumption taxes by three percentage points in January 2007 (left panels

in Figure 3). Instead, Germans on average did update neither their inflation ex-

pectations nor their consumption plans when former ECB President Mario Draghi

for the first time explicitly used forward guidance as a policy tool in the summer

of 2013 and firmly reiterated to keep interest rates at current or lower levels for an

extended period of time in January 2014 (right panels in Figure 3). Bachmann,
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Born, Goldfayn-Frank, Kocharkov, Luetticke, and Weber (Bachmann et al.) con-

firm this evidence using data from an episode of unconventional fiscal policy in

2020.

III How Should Central Bank Commu-

nicate With The General Public?

Given these findings, we studied in a series of papers how central banks should

communicate to reach ordinary households who ultimately make consumption,

savings, and debt decisions. In D’Acunto et al. (2020), we perform an information

provision experiment using a customized survey with several thousand participants

in Finland. In this survey, we first elicited individuals’ prior income change expec-

tations and several sociodemographics. We then split the sample in three groups,

a control group that did not receive any additional information and two treatment

groups.

We provided these groups with truthful information of policy actions by the

ECB in the Spring of 2020 keeping constant the sender, Olli Rehn, Governor of

the Finnish central bank, and the medium, his official Twitter account, but varied

the content. One group received a “target” communication, that is, a message

that specifies the aim of a policy without detailing which measures the central

bank would implement to achieve it. Another group received information about

the “instrument,” the specific policy that was implemented to achieve the goal.

The target group received the announcement that the ECB will do whatever is
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Figure 3: Inflation Expectations and Spending
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This figure plots the share of German consumers that expect higher inflation in the next 12 months compared

to the previous 12 months in the top panels and the share of German consumers that think it is a good

time to purchase larger ticket items in the bottom panels. In the left panels, the vertical line signals the

unconventional fiscal policy announcement (November 2005). In the right panels, the two vertical lines

signal the forward-guidance announcements by the president of the European Central Bank, Mario Draghi

(July 2013 and January 2014).
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necessary so that no Finn will suffer any economic harm from the pandemic. The

instrument group, instead, read a sentence about the announcement of the Pan-

demic Emergency Purchase Programme. Finally, all survey participants answered

the same questions again including the posterior elicitation of income change ex-

pectations. Empirically, we find that only the target communication is effective

in improving individuals’ income expectations. The effect is concentrated within

individuals with lower measures of cognitive abilities and who were unaware of the

respective policies.

In Coibion, Gorodnichenko, and Weber (Coibion et al.), we instead focus on

the medium of the message. In another information provision experiment, we find

that simple messages like current inflation, the inflation target, or the inflation

forecast are most effective in managing individuals’ inflation expectations. Reading

the official statement of the FOMC resulted in forecast revisions for inflation of

similar magnitudes, even though it contained substantially more information and

context. The coverage of the same FOMC meeting in newspapers, which are

written for a lay audience and in substantially simpler language compared to the

FOMC statement, instead, resulted in forecast revisions of only half the size.

In the survey, we also elicited survey participants rating of the credibility

of different news sources and found that household in the US on average rate

newspapers the lowest in terms of credibility when it comes to information about

the macroeconomy, whereas social media and Twitter in particular ranked highest.

While possibly stronger in the US, this finding cautions against purely relying

on the media as a means of transmission of monetary policy announcements to

households. In the paper, we also show that individuals with exogenously higher
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inflation expectations increase their subsequent spending, both in survey data but

also in actual spending data, which we observe via the Nielsen homescan panel.

Moreover, in D’Acunto et al. (2022), we document that also the identity of

the sender of the message matters for the effectiveness of monetary policy com-

munication. Specifically, we find in an information provision experiment in which

we keep constant the message, forecasts for inflation and unemployment from the

Summary of Economic Projections, that women and Black survey respondents are

substantially more likely to incorporate these forecasts into their own subjective

expectations when we make salient the presence of Mary Daly or Raphael Bostic,

a female and Black male regional Fed President compared to making salient the

presence of Thomas Barkin, a white male regional Fed President.

We show in the paper that making salient the female or Black male presence on

the FOMC increases the level of trust women and Black survey participants have

in the Fed. In terms of mechanism, our results hint towards a taste for diversity

channel, that is, preferring the representation of underrepresented groups on the

FOMC relative to the majority of white men.

Finally, in Weber et al. (2023), we show that when individuals update their

short run inflation expectations, they also update their long run inflation expec-

tations in a similar fashion. This finding casts doubt on the idea that individuals

temporarily change their short-run expectations due to shocks but these changes

due not transmit to the long-run expectations, because consumers have a high

degree of trust in the central bank to take the necessary actions to bring inflation

back to target. Moreover, in Weber et al. (2 08) we show that the stylized facts I

discuss in this brief hold equally for firms. Anther recent review of this literature
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is D’Acunto et al. (2023).

IV Taking Stock

Taken together, these results show that individuals in general do not have well-

anchored inflation expectations, that they focus on the price changes of salient,

individual goods when forming inflation expectations, that households pay more

attention to price increases relative to cuts but also that central banks can manage

the expectations of households if they use simple messages. Yet, also the medium

via which the message is transmitted and the identity of the messenger matters for

the effectiveness. The biggest challenge for central banks remains reaching ordinary

households who typically do not follow official releases and barely read the section

on monetary policy in newspapers. More creative means of communications are

called for.
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